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Abstract—These last years have witnessed the rise
of the smart cities and several mechanisms to render
the cities more sustainable and more energy-efficient.
Among all different aspects is transportation and urban
bike development. Besides the growing enthusiast pro-
voked by bicycles and the benefit for health they bring,
there still exists some reluctance in using bikes because
of safety, road state, weather, etc. To counter-balance
these feelings, there is a need to better understand
bicycle users habits, path, road utilization rate in order
to improve the bicycle path quality. In this perspective,
in this paper, we propose to deploy a set of mobile
sensors on bicycles to gather this different data and to
exploit them to make the bike easier and make people
want to ride bicycles more often. Such a network will
also be useful for several entities like city authorities
for road maintenance and deployment, doctors and en-
vironment authorities, etc. Based on such a framework,
we propose a first basis model that help to dimension
the network infrastructure and the kind of data to be
real time gathered from bikes. More specifically, we
present a theoretical model that computes the quantity
of data a bike will be able to send along a travel and the
quantity of data a base station should be able to absorb.
We have based our study on real data to provide first
numerical results and be able to draw some preliminary
conclusions and open new research directions.

I. Introduction

Cities are growing steadily and urban living poses major
challenges in our daily lives. As of 2007, 50% of the
population of the world was living in cities. The United
Nations Population Fund forecasts that by 2030 approxi-
mately 60% of the world population will live in an urban
environment [11].

Among all issues that are raised by this phenomenon,
we can highlight air quality, environmental crisis and
transportation issues. Bicycling is an important part of
the solution to many urban transportation issues since the
growing increase in motor vehicle use is burdening cities
with increasing problems and costs related to congestion,
accidents, loss of amenity and space, noise, poor quality
of life, poor urban air quality and energy consumption,
having adverse effects on both the natural and built
environment. Bicycle transport must be an integral part of
the transportation solution for the cities of the future. It
presents many economical and ecological benefits as shown
by many studies [12], [13]. Also note that increasing use of
bicycle has a positive side effect on health like highlighted

in [2] since it helps people to make more physical activity.
These last years have witnessed a large increase in the

bike utilization in big cities [6], [5], offering a winning
combination with traditional urban transportations [8].
New applications arise around the bicycle to make it
smarter [1]. But in spite of all, there still exists some
reluctance in using bikes [10], [3]. Among the top reasons
mentioned by people are the arguments that bicycle is too
dangerous, distances are too long and the weather is not
good enough for cycling.

To counter-balance these feelings, there is a need to
better understand bicycle habits, path, utilization rate
in order to improve the bicycle path quality. In this
perspective, we propose to deploy a set of mobile sensors
on bicycles to gather this different data and to exploit
them to make the bike easier and make people want to ride
bicycle more often. We believe that such a perspective is
needed by authorities and cities as attested by the current
action launched by the city of London [14], which would
like to crowd-collect data to better plan cycling path and
"creating a cycling infrastructure that takes cyclists where
they actually want to go". Once sensors deployed, they can
be used to sense extra kinds of physical measures. Another
measure of interest is the air contamination. Equipping
bikes with such a sensor and retrieving the information
would allow the drawing of an accurate air pollution
map and the mapping with some illness propagations.
This latter point is asked by several medical centers and
doctors. Yet, a great number of useful applications coud
be drawn on such an infrastructure.

To this purpose, the embedded sensors should be able
to opportunistically communicate through wireless with
other embedded sensors (on other bikes) and some fixed
infrastructure when available. Envisioned data to be col-
lected is of three kinds:
• Self-quantitizing : tours/minutes, speed, effort,

rhythm, etc. Such data could be collected by the
user’s smartphone and are private data. They can
help the biker to better measure their physical
activity.

• Community : quality of the journey, road conditions,
available parking places, road utilization, pedestrian
and bike density, etc. Such data are destined to cross
entities like city authorities, urban bikes or rental bike
operators, etc Such data has to be made anonymous



and locally broadcast.
• Urban sensing : air quality, noise pollution, weather,

etc. Such data aims to be collected to a central system
for a posteriori processing and public information. It
would allow further study and correlation between
illness and pollution.

All together, these sets of data may drive the choice of
the traveler in terms of kind of transportation, trajectory,
etc) and help the authorities to anticipate some road
maintenance, street lighting and securing or to draw new
bike paths. Such information has also been collected in a
similar approach called BikeNet [9] but in that project,
there are collected and processed a posteriori and not sent
along the bicycle path.

This paper is a prospective paper that aims to a proof
of concept of what could be achieved and how from such
data. To do so, in this paper, we present a first basis
model that help to dimension the network infrastructure
and the kind of data to be real time gathered from
bikes. The different parameters used in our study and
the different assumptions will be later exposed in a more
complex manner to fit the city values and statistics. More
specifically, we present a model that computes the quantity
of data a bike will be able to send along a travel and the
quantity of data a base station should be able to absorb.
We have based the study on real data to provide first
numerical results and be able to draw some preliminary
conclusions.

We expect such a study to be the basis (i) to proportion
a network in terms of available bandwidth, transmitting
power and number of base stations, (ii) help in the
determination of base stations locations (ii) help in the
triggering of opportunistic multi-hop routing vs direct
communication when and where needed.

The remaining of this paper is as follows. Our model
and motivations are presented in Section II. Section III
presents a first simple study as a proof of concept of
our model and results are displayed and discussed in
Section IV. Based on this, Section V discusses the dif-
ferent opportunities opened by these results and finally
Section VI concludes the paper by highlighting future
research directions.

II. Model
We assume a city in which there are some self-service

share bikes as this is the case in a growing number of
cities around the world. We assume the bike stations are
equipped with a base station and are deployed over the
city with a density λstation(x) which is a function of the
position x in the city. We assume that these stations are
equipped with wireless base stations able to collect the
data sensed and sent by the bikes within a range of Ri
where Ri is the transmission range of base station i. On
Figure 1(b), the roads, cycling paths and bike stations are
represented. Red circles are centered on the self-service
bike stations and show the coverage area of a base station

located at this bike station. We assume that every bike
can upload data at the rate of ρ.

We assume that bikes are distributed over the different
roads of the city, that they move with a speed v and
that their density λbike(x, t, w) varies as a function of the
location x in the city, the time of the day t and of the
weather w.

We are interested on the following values:
• χ amount of data a bike is able to directly send to a

base station during a trip,
• Qt quantity of data every base station should be able

to absorb during time t.
Such values would later be used to better determinate :
• the capacities of base stations,
• the transmission range Ri of each base station i,
• whether some additional base station should be added

and where,
• how long a bike will have to wait to be able to upload

its data to a base station. If this duration is too long
with regards to the data importance or the storage
capacity of the embedded sensors in the bike, the
bike will have to trigger an opportunistic multi-hop
routing protocol to avoid data loss.

III. A simple study
As already mentioned, the main purpose of this paper is

to set the basis of our concept and give a first simple study
as a proof of concept of the kind of values to be retrieved
in a Smart City by equipping the bikes of some wireless
sensors. Let Xx and Y tx be two random variables counting
the number of base stations covering a position x and the
number of bikes at position x at time t, respectively. .
For this first analysis, we make the following simplifying

assumptions :
• every base station has the same transmission range :
∀iRi = R,

• the distribution of the base stations is uniform and
follows a stationary Poisson Point distribution process
Φstation of density λstation(x) = λstation,

• the distribution of the bicycles is uniform at a time t
and of density λbike(x, t, w) = λtbike,

• data can be offloaded to a base station as soon as a
bike is in communication range of it,

• traffic generated by a bike located at a position
covered by several base stations is, in average, equally
distributed/absorbed by each of these base stations
(i.e. if a bike is at a point in transmission range of
base stations A and B, its traffic will be distributed
between A and B evenly in average). To better figure
this assumption, let us consider the situation depicted
on Figure III with three bikes and three base stations.
Bicycle B lies in the coverage area of he three base
stations at once. We assume that its traffic will be
distributed among the three base stations. Bike A
is only covered by base station 1 which will have to



(a) City of Lyon (b) Lyon Presqu’ile area

Fig. 1. Map example. Courtesy GoogleMap and carte.lavilleavelo.org.

absorb the integrity of the traffic of bike A. Bike C lies
in the overlapped area of base stations 2 and 3 and
will share about both. We are aware that practically,
when a bike sends data to a given base station, it does
not share but we assume that in average the bikes
will evenly distribute their traffic among the reachable
base stations and both approaches come down to the
same in average.

Fig. 2. Illustration of bike coverage.

A. Quantity of data to be offloaded by a bike along a trip
In this subsection, we are interested in the quantity of

data χ to be offloaded by a bike along a trip. We focus on
an individual bike. Note that χ is independent from the
number of other bikes in the area. As we assume that data
can be transferred as soon as a bike lies in at least one base
station communication range, the quantity of data to be
offloaded χ by a bike along a trip comes down to compute
:

χ = ρ× τ (1)

where τ represents the duration a bike lies in at least one
base station communication range, the integration over the
traveled distance of the number of positions at which the
bike lies in a base station range. τ is thus the integration
on a trip of the positions covered by a station such that:

τ = 1
v
×
∫
x

(1− P (Xx = 0)) dx (2)

where P (Xx = 0) is the probability that at position x,
there is no base station (and so 1 − P (Xx = 0)) is the
probability that x is covered by at least one station.

As we assume that base stations are distributed follow-
ing a stationary Poisson Point Process over the whole area,
P (Xx = 0) is the probability that there is no node in a sur-
face πR2 around position x and is the same in every point
of the area. So, according to the Slivnyak theorem [15],
the number of points under the Palm distribution in such
a space follows a discrete Poisson law:

P (Xx = 0) = P (X = 0) = e{−λstationπR
2}



Equation 1 thus becomes:

χ = ρ

v
× dist× (1− e{−λstationπR

2}) (3)

where dist is the distance traveled by the bike.

B. Quantity of data to be absorbed by a base station
In this subsection, we are interested in the quantity of

data Qt to be offloaded at time t by a single base station.
To do so, we focus on a single base station. As we assume
that the traffic generated by a bike located at a position
covered by several base stations is, in average, equally
distributed/absorbed by each of these base stations, a
bike data will be divided by the number of stations in
its neighborhood.

Therefore, Qt can be computed as the expectation of
the number of bikes at a single position divided by the
number of stations that cover this single position for all
position in coverage area of the base station:

Qt = ρ

∫
S

Σinf
i=1Σinf

j=1
j

i
P (Xx = i)P (Y tx = j)dS (4)

Let assume that at a single position x, there can be
at most one bike at time t. Y tx is thus a random boolean
variable that can be equal only to one (with probability
P (Y tn = 1) = λtbike) or zero (with probability P (Y tn = 0) =
1− λtbike) and is the same for every position x:

Σinf
j=1jP (Y tx = j) = P (Y tx = 1) = λtbike

Since we assume uniform Poisson distribution of the bike
stations in the space, the expected coverage is the same
for every position and each position is independent of the
others. According to the Slivnyak theorem [15], as bike
stations follow a discrete Poisson law, we have:

P (Xx = i) = P (X = i)

= (λstationπR
2)i

i! e{−λstationπR
2} (5)

and Equation 4 comes down to:

Qt = ρλtbike× l×e{−λstationπR
2}×Σinf

i=1

{
1
i

(λstationπR
2)i

i!

}
(6)

where l is the length of roads lying in S, area covered by
the base station.

IV. Numerical results
In this section, we are interested in a first numerical

estimation of the study described in Section III. This
numerical estimation is of course conditioned by the strong
assumptions set in Section II but aims to give the flavor
of the evaluated values. We set the transmission ranges
of base stations to R = 150m (Such a range is displayed
on Figure 1(b)) and available throughput such that ρ =
150Mb/s, which corresponds to a 4G throughput.

A. Distance and time traveled by a bike
As described in the survey published in [7], in average,

a bicycle in a city has an average speed of 15km.h−1 =
4, 16.10−3km.s−1 with some global variance in the dura-
tion of the trip because of some "set up" incompressible
time. According to [7], the bicycle is the quickest trans-
portation mode for travels between 1 and 5km. The study
described in [4] reveals that the average distance traveled
by self-service shared renting bikes is between 2 and 3km,
which corresponds to 10min trips [7].

Therefore, in our numerical evaluation, we will use
dist = 2, 5km.

B. Bike and bike stations densities
As an example, we take the example of the Lyon area

depicted by Figure 1(b) which represents an area of about
1, 58km2 and 85, 46 km of roads and cycleways and counts
26 bike stations and 470 bikes [16]. So at time t, we can
approximate λstation and λtbike as:

λstation = 26
1, 58 ' 16, 45 stations per km2

and
λtbike = 470

85, 46 ' 5, 50bikes per km

C. Data per bike and coverage
We replaced the parameters in Equations 3 and 6 by

these values. Thus, for the presqu’ile area in Lyon (Fig-
ure 1(b)), we obtained that in average, a bike can send up
to χ = 12, 490Gb along a trip and each bike station needs
to be able to absorb a traffic of Qt = 35514Mb.s−1.
On the same model, we have extracted the different

λbike and λstation of different districts of the city of Lyon
by using the QGIS tool1. The different areas of Lyon
investigated are shown on Figure 3 and data used for
each of these areas are depicted in Table I. By running
Equations 3 and 6 on them, we obtained the results
gathered in Table II and Figure 4.

Area # S (km2) l (km) λbike λstation

Lyon 1st arr. 1, 98 56, 80 8, 80 25
Lyon 2nd arr. 3, 35 135, 32 4, 87 33
Lyon 3rd arr. 11, 60 296, 55 4, 79 71
Lyon 4th arr. 4, 40 95, 38 5, 45 26
Lyon 5th arr. 3, 51 95, 98 3, 33 16
Lyon 6th arr. 5, 21 125, 01 4, 64 29
Lyon 7th arr. 15, 50 322, 92 2, 60 42
Lyon 8th arr. 12, 81 259, 32 2, 08 27

TABLE I
Data values.

Figure 4(a) shows the quantity of data that a bike could
potentially upload during a trip. This gives a higher bound
since it considers the better capacity. Results show that
this quantity clearly depends of the area in which the bike

1http://qgis.org/en/site/index.html



Fig. 3. Different areas of Lyon under study.

(a) χ

(b) Qt

Fig. 4. Results per district area.

travels and on the bike station distributions. Obviously,
the denser bike stations distribution, the more stations
encountered on a path and the higher possibilities to
upload data.
Figure 4(b) shows the quantity of data a station should

be able to absorb from the bikes. Again we can observe a
disparity between the different areas. These values depend
of the density of bikes and of the density of bike stations
in the area. Bike stations are generally distributed based
on the human activity. So, we observe that some touristic
and working areas (like areas 1 and 2) that counts a high
bike density have also a higher density of stations and

Area # χ (Mb) Qt (Mb.s−1)
Lyon 1st arr. 14, 75 20988
Lyon 2nd arr. 12, 54 33119
Lyon 3rd arr. 8, 78 100388
Lyon 4th arr. 8, 54 23924
Lyon 5th arr. 6, 89 12180
Lyon 6th arr. 8, 14 20475
Lyon 7th arr. 4, 36 18833
Lyon 8th arr. 3, 46 9187

TABLE II
Results.



so the traffic to be absorbed is well relatively low and
equivalent to the one in residential areas (like district 8)
which have less bike stations and less bikes. But there are
also some mix area like the 3rd district that counts few
bike stations located around offices and train stations but
with a large number of bikes. Such results are confirmed
by data depicted in Table III that shows the proportion
of road/bicycle path/etc covered in an area (with R =
150m). This shows in such cases the necessity to have some
more powerful base stations (either in terms of coverage
or capacity) in these areas or to deploy additional base
stations to alleviate the data traffic on other stations.

Area # l (km) covered path length (km) ratio
Lyon 1st arr. 56, 80 25, 12 44, 23
Lyon 2nd arr. 135, 32 71, 85 53, 10
Lyon 3rd arr. 296, 55 121, 45 40, 95
Lyon 4th arr. 95, 38 51, 56 54, 06
Lyon 5th arr. 95, 98 39, 87 41, 54
Lyon 6th arr. 125, 01 73, 93 59, 14
Lyon 7th arr. 322, 92 213 65, 96
Lyon 8th arr. 259, 32 104, 11 40, 15

TABLE III
Approximative coverage with a radius R = 150m.

V. Discussion
Based on the kind of sensors to be deployed on bikes,

this study may lay the basis for different research areas.
Indeed, if sensors are to weak in terms of memory capacity
or that there is a real need to send data in real time,
the results depicted by Figure 4(b) show there are some
areas with huge quantity of data to absorb. In addition,
as depicted by Table III, with a range of R = 150m, the
percentage of roads covered by a base station is about
50% only. Other mechanisms should thus be triggered. For
instance, if the bike can not wait to offload its data and
that it lays in an area which is not covered by any base
station, it may consider to trigger a multi-hop routing by
sending its own data to one or several other bikes that will
carry them for it. The current study could thus give some
insight to the necessity of such a mechanism and if needed,
provide the bike with some clues on when activating it
and on to whom send the data. By the same token, the
current study could show the need to deploy additional
base stations and help in the localisation of them and on
the tuning of the transmission range.

As already claimed, this paper only presents the basis
study for such a deployment. Parameters and models
have been simplified but it is worth noticing that each
of them can be easily replaced in the model by more
complex models. We intend for instance to include more
realistic bike distribution models based on inputs that
our City partners (Lyon, Lille, Istanbul and London) and
bike operators partners (BTwin, JCDecaux, Transpole)
will provide to us. Indeed, in some areas with less bike
stations, the density of bikes may be lower since the areas

to travel are larger, which reduces the need of additional
base stations. These values also have to be weighted as
a function of the time of the day and the weather that
greatly influences the bike utilization.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a framework on which

city bikes are equipped with different sensors to help in
many applications ranging from road improvements going
through medical concerns. We have laid the basis of a
theoretical study to dimension the network infrastructure
and adapt the network protocols. As a future work, we
intend to make our model more complex by introducing
more accurate models for bike and bike stations distribu-
tion provided by our different partners. We also plan to
realize some in situ experimentations to improve and feed
our framework.
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